A ‘room’with a ‘view’
To match virtual reality to
red tUSkSj YeSeUrChHS built a
smoothlyfunctioning walkin system mostlyfrom
oflthe-shelf components
he media’s confidence
that virtual reality has
already arrived is a little
premature (they seem to
believe that a set of
needed). But as recent

Greek philosopher explored the ideas of
perception, reality, and illusion, using the
analogy of a person facing the back of a
cave alive with shadows that are his only
basis for his ideas of what real objects are.
The laboratory’s Cave is a new model for
the design of virtual reality systems, one
that offers several advantages over existing
models. Unlike users of the video-arcade
type of virtual reality system, Cave
“dwellers” do not need to wear helmets,
which would limit their view of and mobility
in the real world, nor don bulky gloves and
heavy electronics packs, nor be pushed
about bv movement-restricting Dlatforms. to
on a pair of lightweight “glasses” and walk

1 experience at the Electronic Visualization into the Cave, a 27-cubic-meter room with
Laboratory ( E m ) of the University of an own side and no ceiling.
Illinois at Chicago has shown, the techndlogy
The Cave is in fact a partial cube, with
still needs a good deal of work.
the top and one vertical side missing. The
In pursuit of a practical virtual reality other three vertical sides are 3-by-3-meter
(VR) system, researchers at EVL had to rear-projection screens facing the viewer,
develop sophisticated software applications, while the floor is a fourth screen-a frontand real-time networks to link advanced projection one [Fig. 11. The screens are
high-speed computers with a variety of wrapped around hard-to-detect cables that
high-tech peripherals (such as sound syn- form seams at their edges. Behind each
thesizers and location trackers). In so doing, screen (or, in the case of the floor screen,
they had to solve technical problems that above it) is a video projector that shines
had limited the usefulness of such systems. stereo images onto it as the viewer stands
REAL WORK. The benefits make the devel- inside the cube.
The glasses trick a user’s mind into
opment worth the effort. When perfected,
virtual reality systems may enhance
how people work and play, contriving
comfortable cybernetic environments
that enliven and accelerate education
and scientific modeling, in addition to
devising new forms of recreation.
However, VR is not child’s play, as is
shown by the Chicago laboratory’s
struggle to get the discrete parts of
such systems to function flawlessly t e
gether in real time.
The laboratory’s virtual reality installation is mostly configured from
commercially available, state-of-the-art
equipment. The installation is called the seeing the screen images as three-dimenCave, which is a recursive acronym (that is, sional objects. Each of the glasses’ lenses is
an acronym that doubles as one of its own a shutter made of a liquid-crystal material;
elements) that stands for Cave Automatic an electric pulse rapidly turns the material
Virtual Environment.
from clear to opaque or opaque to clear. In
While the name suggests the system’s this way, each of the viewer’s eyes can be
physical appearance, it is intended more momentarily shielded.
strongly as an allusion to the Allegory of the
Every sixtieth of a second, a pair of
Cave found in Plato’s Republzc. There the stereoscopically different images is projected onto the screen; each of the images
Thomas A DeFanL Daniel J Sandin,
that make up the pair (a left-eye vie and a
and Carolina Cruz-Neira
righteye view) is displayed for U120 second.
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The crystal shutters are synchronized so

With a hand-held
tracking wand, the
user can, for example,
strike images of bells
and make them ‘ring’
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that one clears and closes and the other
closes and clears 120 times per second.
Thus each eye sees a slightly different
image, so as to create the illusion of three
dimensions.
Note that while the glasses alter what the
wearer sees on the screens, they do not
change the way he or she sees real objects
(or other people) in the environment. Thus,
when a computer-generated image of an
object is projected into the environment, the
viewer may be tempted to ask, “Is it live?”
(Well, one just has to try to grasp the object;
for now, at any rate, one’s hand will pass
through a projected image.)
The stereo glasses also have an electromagnetic transmitter attached to them that
can be tracked by a location sensor. When
the viewer moves, the commters that
generate the images can dete&e that a
change in viewing perspective is needed,
and adjust the images appropriately.
A continuous image across several surfaces can be produced when each projector
is controlled by a sophisticated computer
graphics workstation. Each workstation calculates the perspective from each eye p e
sition, and sends the data to the projectors.
A hand-held tracking wand with its own
location trackers lets the viewer manipulate
the images projected onto the screen. This
the person does by locating an imaginary
position in virtual reality and interacting with it when the wand “touches”
an image. For example, a user can
move an object from one place to
another, select various options from a
menu, or strike images of bells and
cause them to “ring.”
An important ingredient in a virtual
environment is sound. To generate the
right kind of environmental sounds for
whatever application is being run,the
Cave employs a synthesizer with a
musical-instrument digital interface
(MIDI) and up t o eight speakers
located at the eight corners of the room.
MASTERMINDS. The Cave’s virtual world is
presided over by four Crimson VGX work- ,
stations from Silicon Graphics Inc.,
Mountain View, CA. Each workstation, with
256M-byte memory and two 1.6-gigabyte
disks, is connected to an Electrohome
Marquee 8000 projection display. A Silicon
Graphics Personal Iris serves as a master
controller for the system.
All workstations communicate via a
ScramNet optical-fiber network from
Systran Corp., Dayton, OH. The network
~
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[ll The Cave consists of four screens-three 3-by-3meter walls and the floor-onto which coordinated
images are projected, The walls are actually made of a
single 9-by-3-meter screen that wraps around thin
cables at the room’s corners. Liquid-crystal-shutter
glasses grant Vision h $ ’ y and altemtely to each eye,
allowing the viewer to see true three-dimenszonal

transfers data between these systems
within the 8-ms window needed to synchronize images displayed on the Cave’s
four screens. It can accurately and synchre
nously broadcast data in real time at the
high speeds necessary.
The workstations display stereo images
by dividing the VGX frame buffer into two
fields, each of which contains data for the
image to be seen by the left or right eye;
each field equals half the vertical resolution
(1280 by 512 pixels). The liquid-crystalshutter glasses (CrystalEyes from
StereoGraphics Corp., San Rafael, CA) alternately allow vision in one eye at the field
rate of the displays-60 Hz for each eye or
120 Hz combined. The glasses are synchronized by infrared signals generated by
the Cryst&yes controller.
Without the glasses, the wall screens
show double images; with them, the viewer
gains a striking sense of visual depth and
three-dimensional movement. Although the
illusion of motion begins, albeit jerkily, in animation a t approximately 10 Hz (or 10
frames per second), highly disparate areas
flickered noticeably even at 30 Hz (60 H z
for both eyes). To avoid that effect, the
update rate was doubled to 60 H z 020 Hz).
Sound is also provided to enhance the illusion of depth. The use of a sound board
and MIDI synthesizersin conjunction with
the display allows the computer to generate
echoes, Doppler effects, and other sounds
associated with real three-dimensional environments and objects, and to direct them
to the appropriate speakers. Thus the
system persuades the listener the sound
“comes from” t h e proper spot on t h e
horizon.
For the display and sound to create the
best illusion of reality, the system should be
alert to the viewer’s location and direction
of gaze. Accordingly, an electromagnetic
transponder mounted on the glasses (a
DeFanti Sandin, and Cm-Neua-A

Flock of Birds location sensor from
Ascension Technology Corp., Burlington,
VT) monitors where the lead viewer’s head
is inside the Cave and in what direction it is
tumed. Information on viewer location is
sent to the controlling workstation, which
does the computations for image generation
and sends the data to the appropriate projectors. The hand-held tracking wand also
contains a tracking receiver so the system
can determine where the user is holding
and pointing it.
MAKlly6 IT WORK. For the multiple projectors
to function in stereo, the vertical-scan
portion of their video signals had to be synchronized. The 120-Hz screen update rate
produced by the Silicon Graphics hardware
was incompatible with the projector’s imagesynchronizing, or genlock, input. To compensate, the Electronic Visualization Laboratory built a simple stereo sync processor
(the only hardware employed in the system
that was not available off the shelf). Using a
signal from the CrystalEyes controller, the
custom processor selects every other
vertical sync signal emitted by the source
VGX and so creates a 60-Hz signal that the
slave VGX genlock inputs can handle.
A ScramNet optical-fiber network was
employed because Ethernet would not have
provided the real-time speeds fundamental
to maintaining the virtual reality illusion.
T h e ScramNet works a s a replicated
memory cache; its high-speed, l28K-byte
memory enables the Cave’s key components (workstations, projectors, and
sound system) to function as a unit. The
network‘s shared-memory ring topology
minimizes application-to-application time in
the Cave. The combination of real-time
speed and deterministic performance this
solution provides best meets current needs.
As the head tracker monitors the viewer
and the Personal Iris updates the perspective shown on the wall screens,

ScramNet replicates this data and transmits
it simultaneously to all other parts of the
Cave network. A data filter gets rid of r e
dundant transmissions and unchanged data,
in effect increasing bandwidth.
One of the largest practical challenges in
implementing the Cave was making the
seam between floor and wall screens “disappear” into the application. When the
viewer looks at a seam between screens
where the comers have not been properly
displayed, the effect is jarring; the objects
look bent and so the illusion breaks down.
ScramNet sets up an interlock through
which the workstations can share display
data quickly enough and keep screen
images enough in sync for the comers to
present a continuous illusion of depth. Also,
t h e 3-mm-diameter cable joining the
screens physically at their edges ” k s
the physical gap between them.
Another early problem was a side effect
of the high, 120-Hz video rate. The long
decay time of the green phosphors used in
the video projectors caused the green
channel of the video to persist longer than
the others. Because the display alternated
from eye to eye before the green component of the images faded, viewers would
see double images. Moreover, all images appeared in a hazy green light.
A quick fix-using only red and blue
hues-limited color choices unacceptably.
Ultimately, the problem was solved with
StereoGraphics’ help by using faster green
phosphors in the Electrohome projectors.
SOME ADVANTAGES. While it is much larger
than some other approaches, the Cave immerses the user in the virtual reality world.
Its high-resolution and distortion-free wideangle views are lacking in other systems. Its
horizontal resolution of 3840 two-by-six-millimeter pixels across three screens is
roughly twice that of High-Definition Television (HDTV). The visual acuity is about
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20th-century Cave paintings

the headset back to the computer. A viewer
in the Cave can move around a t will,
because the outside world is still visible
through the liquid-crystal glasses. Better
still, because he or she can still see the

Although virtual reality is basking in its popularity as an entertainment medium, researchers in the field
are working with other scientists on several practical applications for this technology. Realistic examples
of what the Cave can do are evident from descriptions and photographs of applications in mathematics,
biochemistry, and neurosurgery that have already been developed.
Fractal Exuhm. In the growing field of chaos science, fractals are mathematical representations of
repetitive elements of compound events or objects. The Fractal Explorer, created by Randy Hudson,
Alan Verlo, and Louis Kauffman of the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), enables participants to
explore three-dimensional fractals and their chaotic attractors by moving around them, changing their
shapes and colors, and displaying them with different graphical primitives (for example, triangles or
squares). Viewers may wave a wand to rotate the fractal and view other sides of it, or to radically revise
the fractal by manipulating the attractors it was built on.
A new way of exploring attractor space was also developed in the Cave. It involves anchoring a length
of virtual ribbon to the end of the wand. The wand can draw the ribbon anywhere in the Cave's space
while the attractor tries to draw the ribbon in by the other end. The effect is somewhat like hanging onto
a long strip of cloth to keep it from being sucked into a vacuum cleaner.
The Fractal Explorer allows users to comfortably manipulate visual images that are described by very
complex numbers. A less extreme example of similarly useful mathematical manipulations would be in
business: viewers could explore and manipulate the data in a vast database, adjusting bar graphs or
pie charts to perform "what if" analyses with the wand.
Bnk sbrcbrr Imdelkg. As computer workstations become more powerful and affordable, computer
modeling becomes a more attractive way for scientists to witness and understand what goes on at microscopic scales. An example is modeling what goes on in the brain at a neural level: a simulation of
the inferior olive and the cerebellum was created by Jim Bower, Upinder Bhalla, Maurice Lee, and Erik
DeSchutter of the California Institute of Technology, and Jason Leigh of UIC.
At a networked demonstration during Siggraph '92 in Chicago, the Caltech researchers modeled a
cerebellar Purkinje neuron (a large, round nerve cell) using their Intel Touchstone Delta supercomputer
in California. At the same time, in Chicago, a Sun Microsystems Sparcstation was used to create a
model of the inferior olivary neuron (a cell from nervous tissue located alongside the medulla oblongata,
which is responsible for automatic actions such as breathing). These two neuron models were linked
using a T3 line over NSFnet and the data generated during their interaction was displayed in the Cave.
With the use of the hand-held wand, participants could stimulate the olivary neuron; this in turn
triggered an action potential that was transmitted to the Purkinje cell. This model not only demonstrated
ways in which researchers could comfortably see and learn what goes on at a microscopic level, but
also how the Cave (and other virtual reality paradigms) might work in connecting viewers thousands
of kilometers apart.
Mawlr Ewnlllrsfuncllon. During surgical procedures involving the frontal or parietal cortex, brain
surgeons must be able to identify and avoid critical motor, sensory, and speech areas. Because these
functions are never organized in the same way from one individual to the next, researchers are trying
to find ways to easily map the location of these functions.
A way of doing this was demonstrated at Siggraph. Created by Leo Towle, Robert Grzeszczuk, and
Martin Ryan of the University of Chicago and Steve Cohen of UIC, it takes the areas of the brain associated with cognitive processes-such as language, attention, and memory-and maps them onto
three-dimensional images of the brain surface created from magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI) scans.
The voltage potentials evoked in the brain of a patient to whom an image of a checkerboard is shown
are measured by 21 electrodes over a 10" interval. The evoked-potential range is mapped onto a
color scale. The colors, when transferred to the MRI image of the brain, indicate the level of activity in
that portion of the brain. Further, each electrode is assigned the sound of a different musical instrument,
whose pitch representsthe intensity of activity. The music produced, with its complex instrumental and
rhythmic components, lets medical researchers analyze events using the common human ability to recognize complex sound patterns.
Virtual reality models in brain research are to the advantage of both patients and science. An anatomically correct three-dimensional image, one that surgeons and researchers can walk around and poke,
does not disturb a live subject. It also allows a more quantitative evaluation of how cognitive processes
are organized within the human brain.
--TA.D., D.J.S.,andC.C.N.
each additional viewer, the display update
rate increases, and more brightness is required from the projector.
Despite these difficulties, the Cave has
drawn long lines of eager would-be visitors
at industry shows since it was first demonstrated at the showcase event at Siggraph
'92, held in Chicago. The applications
demonstrated have included practical and
educational programs, such as molecular

biology models, superconductor design,
fractal mathematics, weather mapping, and
environmental management. Some programs were simply entertaining. For
example, some visitors had the opportunity
to play music with the hand-held wand by
rhging bells floating around them.
Other useful applications of the Cave
model of virtual reality include scientific visualization, medicine, architecture, and art.
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The Fractal Exblorer turns comblex math concebts into 30 obiects.

Cognitive functions are mapped onto an
image of the brain taken fiom magnetic-resonunce imaging systems.

The interactkm of the Purkinje and inferior olivary n e u r m are examined by means of supercomputers and virtual reality.
In 1994, the Electronic Visualization Laboratory plans to return to Siggraph with an
event called Vroom (Virtual Reality Room).
The intent is to display the latest in headmounted displays, binocular omni-oriented
monitor, and Cave technologies. The lab is
currently asking others for applications to
display in the Cave.
At the same time, EVL is also working
on the creation of a “road-show” Cave,
DeFanti. Santlm. and Cruz-Neua-A
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which would be easier to transport. While
this one-of-a-kind working model costs
a b u t US $600 0o0 in all, it could eventually
become t h e prototype for home- o r
business-based Caves that might cost no
more than a “home theater” does today.
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